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Nephrology Forum
It is hard to believe that the Nephrology Forum is
25 years old. As one of its very proud parents, I remem-
ber well the birth pangs that brought it to life. The
germ of the idea originated with the Friday afternoon
conferences hosted by the Tufts Renal Division. To
distinguish our conference from Medical Grand Rounds,
which immediately preceded it, ours was called Mega
Rounds (we were never shy about anything in those
days). And they were, indeed, splendid affairs. The
regular attendees included, among other staff, William
Schwartz, Jerome Kassirer, John Harrington, Nicolaos
Madias, and John Gennari, plus all the fellows, assorted
medical students, and the frequent visiting fireman. The Fig. 1. From left to right: Jerome P. Kassirer, M.D.; Jordan J. Cohen,
M.D.; Saulo Klahr, M.D.; Cheryl J. Zusman, M.A., Barry M. Brenner,cases were always fascinating and the discussions invari-
M.D., Nicolaos E. Madias, M.D., and John T. Harrington, M.D.ably informative and spirited. As exhilarated as we all
were after each of these conferences, we were equally
Saulo Klahr, for the privilege of bringing the Forumfrustrated that those indelible learning experiences im-
to you.mediately escaped into the ether. The question we fre-
On to the next 25 years!quently asked was, how can we capture the excitement
Jordan J. Cohenof Mega Rounds and share it with a broader audience?
President, Association of American Medical CollegesAs it happened, Kidney International was just begin-
ning to take off and a good friend, Roscoe (Ike) Rob-
inson, was its young and adventuresome editor. I called As the current editor of Kidney International, it has
Ike on a bit of a lark and proposed that my Tufts been my privilege to continue including the ever-popular
colleagues and I be responsible for submitting a Nephrology Forum in the pages of Kidney International.
monthly installment to the journal, each of which would Over the 25 years of its inclusion, the Forum has proven
explore the scientific understanding of a contemporary to be one of the most interesting formats for conveying
issue in clinical nephrology. He voiced doubts that his information to young physicians and scientists just begin-
editorial board would go for the idea of publishing a ning their study of nephrology and to older physicians
“clinical” piece in what they were struggling to establish who most humbly admit that there is still much yet to
as the premiere scientific journal in our field, but he learn from our peers. In addition to Dr. Cohen, who
said he would try. To our delight, they consented and continues to serve as an editor of the Forum, I am in-
we have had the tiger by the tail every since. Needless debted to the other editors, John T. Harrington and
to say, all of us who have labored so lovingly to produce Nicolaos E. Madias, from the Tufts University School
the Nephrology Forum are immensely pleased not only of Medicine, their managing editor, Cheryl J. Zusman,
that it has endured but also that it has been so well and editorial assistant, Judy Rufo, who work tirelessly
received by Kidney International readers. We thank to ensure that there is, indeed, a Nephrology Forum in
you all, and especially the journal’s current editor, each issue of Kidney International. Thank you.
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